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ABSTRACT
The Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer
New Generation (IASI-NG) is a key payload element of
the second generation of European meteorological
polar-orbit satellites (METOP-SG) dedicated to
operational meteorology, oceanography, atmospheric
chemistry, and climate monitoring.
IASI-NG is a follow-on system to the first generation of
IASI on Metop to provide operational observations and
measurements from polar orbit for numerical weather
prediction, atmospheric chemistry and climate
monitoring in the 2020 to 2040’s in the frame of the
EPS-SG program.
EPS-SG is a collaborative program between
EUMETSAT, ESA, CNES. EUMETSAT is responsible
for overall mission requirements, procurement of the
launchers and LEOP services, development
and
operation of the ground segments. ESA is responsible
for the development and procurement of the MetOp-SG
Satellites.
The instrument is developed under the lead of CNES,
who is responsible for the development and
procurement of the IASI-NG System (Instrument,
Ground Processing software, Technical Expertise
Center). Airbus Defence and Space was selected for
development of the “Space Segment” mainly consisting
of the Instrument itself.
The measurement technique is based on wide field
Fourier Transform Spectrometer (operating in the 3.5 15.5 µm spectral range) based on an innovative Mertz
compensated interferometer to manage the so-called
self-apodisation effect and the associated spectral
resolution degradation.
A Beam Splitter embedded into the Mertz
interferometer separates the incoming beam to
illuminate the two branches of the interferometer and to
provide the outcoming beam towards the instrument
Cryostat. The Tip/Tilt positioning of this Beam Splitter
is a key parameter for the overall performance.
Therefore a dedicated mechanism has to be
implemented to actuate the Beam Splitter. It is the Beam
Splitter Mechanism Actuator (BSMA), topic of this
paper

Figure 1. IASI NG Interferometer Mechanism
This mechanism has to achieve nanometric resolution
displacements over some tens of µm range, and to
exhibit an excellent stability when not powered.
This paper will present the BSMA requirements derived
from the IASI NG Interferometer design requirements,
the BSMA architecture, and design specifities to
achieve the performances, but also lessons learnt from
development of engineering models, focusing the
challenge to achieve nanometric displacements
associated with high stability. Tests Results from
Engineering, Qualification and Flight Models will also
be presented during the oral presentation.
THE MERTZ INTERFERMOTER OF IASI NG
The IASI-NG instrument shall provide operational
meteorology data such as temperature and humidity
atmospheric profiles and also monitor other gases like
ozone, methane or carbon monoxide on a global scale.
To achieve that, it performs spectral measurement in the
infrared between 3.6 µm and 15.5 µm using Fourier
Transform interferometry. Compared to IASI, the new
generation instrument shall improve the radiometric
signal to noise ratio and the spectral resolution by a
factor two. (Table 2)
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Characteristic
Geometry
Radiometry

Spectral

Requirement
sounding point size
spatial sampling
geolocation error
radiometric calibration
error
NedT@280K
continuous
spectral
covering
spectral resolution
spectral sampling

Value
≈ 12 km
≈ 25 km
0.5 km
0.25 K @ 280 K
0.1 to 0.4 K
within
the
spectrum
From 3.6 µm to
15.5 µm
0.25 cm-1
0.12 cm-1

Table 1. Main IASI NG Requirements
The heart of the instrument is a modified Michelson
type interferometer: in the Mertz concept the field
apodisation compensation is performed simultaneously
with the Optical Path Difference scan thanks to a
dedicated interferometer mechanism principle. This

mechanism moves in synchronization the two couples
of Internal and External Prisms. The beam reflection is
made at the outer face of the External Prisms.
The optical path difference resulting of the
interferometer mechanism motion is monitored by the
Laser Metrology. A frequency stabilized laser source
sends five beams into the interferometer: these beams
undergo interferences in the interferometer in the same
way as the science beams and five detectors receive the
resulting metrology interference signals. The Laser
Reception Electronics acquires and processes these data.
The computed OPD is used to synchronize the detector
acquisitions so that interferogram data are acquired at
constant OPD intervals. The five signals are also used to
derive the tilt of the differential wavefront which is used
for on ground correction of the instrument spectral
response function.

Figure 2. The Mertz Interferometer with Beam Splitter Mechanism inside IASI NG instrument
THE BEAM SPLITTER FUNCTION
The Interferometer embeds a beam splitter blade. The
blade tip-tilt positioning is critical with respect to IASI
NG performances. Therefore Specific actuators are
implemented to readjust in orbit the Beam Splitter
Tip/Tilt alignment: the two BSMA. They provide a
linear motion to lever arms acting either in push-push or

push-pull to provide both axis tilt. Actuation forces shall
be sufficient to counteract the stiffness of the
mechanism and to maintain its position after setting; it
means a sufficient passive unpowered holding force
(actuator non-powered). Moreover, an additional
“vibration mode” (small oscillations at high frequency)
is needed to assess the dynamic sensitivity.
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FSPAs motors are connected by a lever arm which sums
the position of the two motor. This architecture devides
by a factor of two the displacement generated by the
FSPA. This improves motor resolution by a factor of
two but at the cost of a doubled stroke for the motor.

Figure 3. BSMA actuators “push-pull” configuration
A cold redundancy of these functions at actuator level is
necessary to fulfil the specification.
Major BSMA requirements are
- To provide a 30nm resolution step motion
over a +/- 40µm range
- To provide the following stability when
non powered
o 0.15 µm over 24h/1K stability
o 0.30 µm over 6 months
o 1,4 µm long term
- To provide a position signal that allows to
validate steps achievement
- Vibration mode: sine oscillations
o Amplitude 0.2 to 0.8 µm
o Frequency 10Hz to 70 Hz
BSMA ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Figure 4. BSMA EM with connector saver
The core BSMA is based on the combination of the
following elements:
- Fine Stepping Piezoelectric Actuator
(FSPA): these piezoelectric motors
provide a 320µm displacement range and a
smaller than 50nm resolution,
- Parallel Pre-stressed Actuators (PPA):
these actuators are used to generate the
sine oscillations for the vibration mode.
- Eddy Current Sensor (ECS): these sensors
are used to monitor the effective position
of the BSMA output shaft.
In order to achieve cold redundancy, each of these
elements have to be doubled inside the BSMA. The two

Figure 5. BSMA internal architecture
Electrical interconnection of the components is achieved
through a multilayer PCB that also includes the ECS
sensors. A single SUB-D connector is then attached on
the side of the BSMA to connect the harness.
PARALLEL PRE-STRESSED ACTUATORS (PPA)
A double PPA is placed between the lever arm and the
output shaft. This PPA is composed off 2 stacked
piezoelectric components to provide redundancy.
The supplied piezo components have been validated for
space application with a LAT (Lot Acceptance Test).
This LAT sequence, composed of several test group
samples, was established thanks to previous work with
agencies (ESA and CNES).
It has to be reminded that direct piezoelectric
components are prone to small slow extension changes
due to variations of the polarisation. These variations
typically occur after applying a driving voltage and can
be assimilated as a “memory” of the applied voltage.
As position stability is a major requirement for BSMA,
it is important to minimise this behaviour.
The actuators are therefore not driven at their maximum
voltage. A specific voltage pattern is also applied to
“clear” as much as possible the “memory”.
EDDY CURRENT SENSOR (ECS)
The ECS sensor [1] is used to monitor short term
position of the BSMA. This allows to verify the
effectiveness of the displacement after step commands
have been sent to the FSPA motors.
Each sensor is composed of a coil included in the
interconnection PCB and of an aluminium target. When
the coil is powered by a 0.5 MHz current, magnetic field
variations create eddy currents in the aluminium of the
target. These eddy currents increase when the probe
comes closer to the target. Position can then be
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recovered through the measurement of the coil’s
impedance variation (both inductance and resistance).
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Figure 8. Speed vs load curve for FSPA35XS
Figure 6. Standard 500µm ECS probe

FSPA ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

For BSMA a specific coil has been designed which
allows a measurement range of 0-500µm with
nanometre resolution.

The FSPA motor is a combination of a Rotating
Stepping Piezoelectric Actuator (RSPA) with a
differential screw.

STANDARD FINE STEPPING PIEZOELECTIC
ACTUATOR (FSPA)

The RSPA is stick-slip rotating piezoelectric motor [3].
Figure 9 shows the two phases needed to produce one
step. First, a slow contraction of the actuator generates a
rotation of the output shaft. Then, a fast actuator’s
expansion generates dynamic forces due to the output
shaft inertia. These forces overcome the friction forces
that connects the actuator to the output shaft. The shaft
then mostly stays in place while the actuator returns to
its initial position. By repeating this operation, rotation
of the output shaft is achieved.

The FSPA is a new brand of patented motors of Cedrat
Technologies. This motor is mainly proposed for
industrial and laboratory applications [2].
However, the compact design and vacuum compatibility
is an opportunity for low cost space applications such as
microsatellites. Its main advantages are:
5 mm displacement range with up to 120 N
driving force,
compact casing (Ø50mm x 45mm) and low
mass (150g),
typical stepping size adjustable from 50nm to
250nm,
hold position while unpowered against forces
that can exceed 1kN,
end-stops that passively prevent the motor
from exceeding its operational stroke even in
case of a faulty command from the user.

Figure 9. RSPA principle

Figure 7. FSPA35XS & Driving electronic

In order to make a FSPA, the RSPA module is then
connected to a differential screw as shown in Figure 10.
The differential screw converts the rotation movement
of the RSPA’s rotor into a translation movement of the
output shaft.
The specificity of the differential screw is that, for each
turn of the rotor, the output shaft will move by only the
stepping difference of the screws. Large threads can still
be used while preserving a high resolution. However, it
has to be noted that the rotor translation may be much
larger than the output shaft’s one.
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Output shaft
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guiding

Differential
screw 2 (p2)

Magnetic clutch
RSPA
module

Rotor

Figure 11 displays the clutch sitting over the RSPA
module. The clutch is basically based on 6 pallets driven
by a single central coil. Each pallet can rotate around a
flexible blade when the magnetic coil is powered. At the
pallet extremity is a friction tooth that will interface
with the rotor and transmit torque from the RSPA
module.
Rotor
Friction tooth
Friction track

Differential
screw 1 (p1)

Coil

Figure 10. Cinematic chain of FSPA for BSMA
For BSMA, the RSPA uses a combination of 3 APA
actuators based on a large 5x5x10 mm piezoelectric
ceramic. This ceramic were also selected to be used in
the PPA for the vibration mode where a large stiffness
was needed. More torque is then available but at the
cost of a higher current especially if fast movement is
needed.
This higher current requirement as well as the difficulty
to demonstrate ECSS margins for both stick and slip
situations led to replacing the passive clutch by an
active magnetic one.
MAGNETIC CLUTCH DESIGN
A magnetic clutch was then added to disconnect the
rotor from the RSPA module. This clutch offers several
advantages:
RSPA driving current is very significantly
reduced as high inertial accelerations are not
needed anymore,
Larger torque can be transmitted to the rotor,
Magnetic forces allow to build a clutch with
larger displacements which is far less sensitive
to assembly and manufacturing defects,
ECSS margin verification is much easier to
achieve as contact loss ensure no friction
torque remains.
However, several constraints had to be taken into
account during the design of the clutch:
- Clutch needs to be passively locked during
launch,
- Due to the very high resolution of the motor,
the clutch will have to be operated more than a
million times over lifetime,
- Heat minimisation and evacuation needs to be
optimised as magnetic mechanism are prone to
heating especially when large forces/mass ratio
are expected.

RPSA Module
Heat sink

Figure 11. Clutch & cut view of Rotor
over RSPA module
Thanks to a permanent magnet inside the magnetic
circuit, a magnetic flux is present even while the coil is
unpowered. This allows the friction pad to be touching
the rotor and then have the clutch locked while the
mechanism is at rest. This is especially needed to
maintain position during launch.
Performances of the clutch where optimised using
magnetic simulation (Figure 12) in order to minimize its
dimensions and heating while providing sufficient
forces to ensure torque transmission.
As the rotor turns, the tooth to contact surface can vary
significantly depending on the rotor off-centred rotation
and manufacturing tolerances. A major point of concern
during the design was to ensure that magnetic forces
would not vary too much and would remain sufficient to
ensure proper torque transmission.

Figure 12. Clutch
magnetic simulation

Figure 13. Flexible pivot
stress simulation

Specific attention was also needed for the design of the
flexible blades in order to ensure a high transmission
stiffness while preserving a low flexure stress and
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flexure stiffness.
High strength steel was used to ensure a >99%
reliability of the clamp regarding the fatigue effect over
lifetime.
DIFFERENTIAL SCREW TEST BENCH
A major difficulty of the design is to ensure the
reliability of the differential screw. This screw is based
on M2.0 profiles with standard and thin threads. It
operates under a light load. The maximum load is
roughly around 10% of the maximum static load of a
standard M2 screw.
It also has to be noted that although clutch is designed
for a large number of operation, the screw itself has a
limited number of turns with a maximum 400 tested
revolutions (taking into account space margins).
Initial assemblies used intermediate grade steels for the
screws and these showed an accelerated wear even
before achieving 100 revolutions. A significant effort
was then conducted, with ADS and CNES support, to
improve this behaviour and verify the adequate
performances of the screws.
The major design improvements were to:
- Use high strength stainless steel with space
history
- Use both liquid and solid space qualified
lubricants to minimise the risk for dry contact.
A test bench (Figure 14) was built to reproduce the
differential screw kinematics inside the BSMA with a
special attention to parasitic moves. In order to
accelerate the test, screw rotation is generated by an
electric motor and transmitted using gears while
effective torque is monitored by a sensor.
An Arduino microcontroller is used to drive the bench
for lifetime testing. The sequence is alternating 1 turn
forward and 1 turn backward.
The test is accelerated with 1 turn performed every 30s
instead of the expected 1 turn every 5 minutes which is
expected during air operations.
Torque sensor

torque for varying preloads. Equivalent friction
coefficient was in the range of 0.15 to 0.25 (lowest
values obtained for highest preloads).
The lifetime test was then conducted and showed no
significant torque variation. After the test, parts where
removed and sent to CNES for optical inspection.
Although some metalic particles where found in the
thread, wear was found acceptable and dry lubrication
did not appear to be damaged. Manufacturing controls
and cleaning processes have been optimised based on
these observations on this breadboard.
BSMA NANOMETRIC TEST BENCH
The BSMA has been designed to provide a nominal
stroke of 40 µm with average step size of 30nm.
Nanometre position stability verifications are also
needed.
In order to achieve the verification of such precise
positioning a dedicated test bench is designed and built.
It is based on a 3 channels fibered infrared laser
interferometer. Each channel measures the length of the
laser beam between an optical head and a mirror with a
sub-nanometre precision when operated in vacuum.
Figure 15 displays the base measuring setup.
The central laser beam points the output shaft of the
BSMA. Two side beams are used for reference and
compensation of test bench deformations.
A load spring is included as well as a force sensor to
verify BSMA’s behaviour while loaded with a constant
force.
The test bench is built on a baseplate with closed loop
thermal control. The target is to stabilise test bench
temperature inside a 0.2K peak-peak range.
BSMA

Interferometers’
optical heads

Force
sensor

Load
spring

Driving motor

Transmission
gears

Temperature regulated
baseplate

Figure 15. BSMA stability test bench
Differential
screw

Finally, the test bench is placed inside a vacuum
chamber which can maintain pressure below 10-5 mbar.
OPERATIONAL STROKE

Figure 14. Clutch over RSPA module
Initial testing was to measure the differential screws

The first test is to verify the extreme stroke of the 2
FSPA motors. Extreme stroke means reaching the
mechanical end-stops of each motor while the other
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motor is at maximum operational position. This test
allows to verify that, in case of a motor failure, the other
motor will be able to compensate and preserve BSMA
capability to reach any position inside the operational
range.
End-stop verification

Figure 18. EM3 Measured step size for nominal &
redundant, black is sliding average of 5 points

Figure 16. Flight Spare (FS) Extreme position
verification measured in air
Figure 16 displays the output shaft position. Positions
for the nominal and redundant motors are estimated
from the commands sent to the BSMA.
STEP SIZE AND REPEATABILITY
A major characteristic of the BMSA is its ability to
generate very small steps.

Figure 17. Output shaft displacement using ECS
for 3 successive steps
The above Figure 17 shows that the clamp movements
are generating a repetitive movement of the output
shaft.
Step size measurement resolution is limited by the idle
phase duration which needs to be long enough to allow
sufficient averaging of the sensor position. Output shaft
oscillations are then damped and sensor’s noise for ECS
is then easier to filter.

Figure 18 shows measurement of step size for nominal
and redundant motor when cycling over the operational
range. As can be expected, step size slightly decreases
when the motor moves against the preload spring. The
opposite variation is visible for backward steps.
Average displacements (black curves) for 5 consecutive
steps are very stable for both motors and over the
complete range. Step size appears noisier for forward
steps compared to backward. This result remains to be
investigated to separate effective step variations from
acquisition and post-processing noise.
Performing a direction change does not impact step size
nor shows any sign of backlash.
Figure 19 shows that nominal displacement is achieved
right from the first command following a direction
change.

Figure 19. Position using laser interferometer during
direction change (EM3)
Step size remains mostly unchanged when applying
40N load on the output shaft. Step size does not change
also when testing BSMA in vacuum conditions
(Pressure < 10-5 mbar).
STABILITY TESTS
One crucial request of this mechanism is to verify the
stability of the BSMA position over time.
The first step of the test is to place the BSMA in stable
environmental
conditions
(vacuum,
regulated
temperature) and then wait more than 60 hours for test
bench and BSMA internal components to stabilise. A
single step is then performed and position is monitored
for another 70 hours.
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A major difficulty with this test is that a temperature
variation of 0.1K is sufficient to create a >70nm
position deviation on the test bench references.
References are used to compensate test bench
movements. Finally, a constant deviation, that is visible
on both references and BSMA but in opposite directions
is removed to generate Figure 20 result.

resolution, the force capability and partial results for
stability performances.
Three flight models and a qualification model have been
built and are expected to start their respective test
campaigns in june 2019. Another batch of 4 motors is
expected to be delivered by end of 2019.
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Figure 20. EM3 Post-processed position
during stability test
The stability test shows that the +/-150nm stability
requirement over 24 hours is achieved. However, future
tests with improved temperature management will be
needed to verify long term stability.
EM3 VIBRATION TEST & LIFETIME
A first lifetime test is performed in air to represent the
ground activities during integration. The nominal motor
performed about 1 000 000 steps, covering about 200
operational range (50% of qualification lifetime).
Following this test and in order to simulate launch
conditions, 26g sine and 6g to 11g RMS random
vibrations spectrums were applied to EM3 on all 3 axis.
It has to be noted that the motor moved during this test,
which was not expected. Investigations are still
underway to identify the root cause of this unwanted
movement.
However, there remains that no damage occurred during
the test and that the BSMA was still fully functional
after vibration tests.
Finally a second phase of lifetime was performed in
vacuum to represent space operation. 300 000 steps
were then performed, covering about 60 cycles (50% of
qualification lifetime).
CONCLUSION
The BSMA is presented in this paper. This new
mechanism demonstrates extremely fine positionning
capability (~40 nm steps) while being robust to space
environments.
A first model (EM3) has been manufactured, tested and
delivered to Airbus DS in may 2019. Tests conducted
with this model have demonstrated the stepping
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